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Officers start new jobs

SGA's future in doubt
By Dave Davit

Suff Reporter
The future of the Student
Government Association (SGAI is still
in doubt because of the low voter
turnout in last month's student
referendum on whether to abolish the
present form of government
Students voted 420 to 144 on March 13
in favor of SO A' s abolishment
However. University President
Holtis A Moore Jr apparently did not
approve the results of the referendum
and the new SGA administrators
moved into their offices Monday
DR. MOORE IS out of town and
could not be reached for confirmation
on his decision about SGA's future He
is expected to make a statement on the
matter next week.
According to Douglas G Bugie.
former SGA president, the low voter

turnout was caused by sabotage of the
referendum
Bugie claimed that the destruction of
about 500 posters and the theft of about
2.000 copies of the News prevented
students from obtaining information
about polling places and times
Two University women. SGA senator
Mary L. Camellia, junior lEd.i. and
Joyce E Kraus. sophomore I Ed.) have
been charged with petit theft by
Campus Safety in connection with the
removal of the papers on March 13.
THE WOMEN appeared at a pretrial hearing in Bowling Green
Municipal Court Monday morning and
requested a trial by jury
The trial has been set for 8am
Tuesday. May 6.
Petit theft-theft of materials valued
at below $150--has a maximum penalty
of six months in jail, a SI.000 fine, or
both
W.

Randall

Hathaway.

SGA

president, told the News that if
Gamellia is convicted he will ask for
her resignation
"Her (Camellia's) conviction will
definitely impair her ability to work.''
he said, "but I won't ask for her
resignation unless she is convicted "
PLANS FOR another student
referendum are underway, according
to Christopher J Mehling. former
student senator He said petitions will
be circulated this week calling for
another student vote on SGA's
abolishment
Mehling said he hoped another
referendum would be scheduled for
sometime this quarter
"The sabotage shows what a farce
SGA Is." Mehling said, since a small
number of students intend to keep SGA
intact
Because of this. Mehling said. "I
think the next referendum will pats
overwhelmingly *"

Refugees flee communist forces
SAIGON (API-Virtually unopposed
in their steamroller advance, communist-led tanks and troops rumbled
over the big coastal cities of Qui Nhon
and Nha Trang yesterday, routed
defenders from two more provinces
within 100 miles of Saigon and sent
hordes more refugees fleeing for their
lives.
In Saigon, the only big city still in
government hands, there were new
calls for President Nguyen Van Thin,
to quit
Many persons were reported making
plans to buy their way out of the
country, where North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong forces now control 15 of the
44 provinces, or roughly two-thirds of
South Vietnam's territory, and
outnumber Saigon troops two to one
NHA TRANG. 200 miles northeast of
Saigon, and Qui Nhon. South Vietnam s

third largest city about 100 miles
farther north, fell without any real
opposition when government officials
and soldiers abandoned them Before
the collapse, each city had more than
200.000 residents
At Nha Trang. the South Vietnamese
commander was reported to have
moved his headquarters offshore to a
boat.
Two hundred and forty miles to the
south, a trawler with 70 persons aboard
and hauling a barge with an estimated
200 refugees from Nha Trang reported
losing its propeller and taking on
water
Hundreds of refugees and civilians
mobbed the Nha Trang airport in
efforts to get out of the city safely.
There was hysteria at the Air
Vietnam terminal where hundreds of
people were waiting for flights that
never came

THE AMERICAN captain of an
evacuation plane hurled deserting
soldiers to the ground and handed
aboard women and children.
Shops and hotels were closed and
shuttered, and the U.S. consulate
evacuated its staff and burned it*
records
The epidemic of fear and panic
moved in advance of the North
Vietnamese columns, and government
officials were reported abandoning
Phan Rang and Phan Thiet. within 100
miles east of Saigon, apparently
conceding the two provincial capitals
without a shot being fired
The latest losses left the Saigon
government in control of only about
one-third of the country's land mass
and only one of the four largest citiesSaigon itself
• to page three
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Oue to various factors, Bowling Groan's Hoini factory will close by next
November, according to Peter Jack, personnel director of Heinx. Present
employes will be offered positions in a Fremont plant.

Heinz factory to close down
due to consolidation, high cost
By Mary Zllello
Suff Reporter

new system would cost us five times as
much as we pay now for the present
sewage system."
Philip Fletcher, general manager of
manufacturing in Pittsburgh,
explained that the waste treatment
costs at the Bowling Green factory
would increase from 155.000 a year to
about (300.000 if the company
participates in the new waste
treatment facility.
He added that the additional cost
could not be justified, particularly
since Star-Kist decided to consolidate
the Bowling Green pet food operation
to the Muscatine factory
Robert Sorgenfrei, executive
director of utilities for Bowling Green,
said the city had been negotiating with
the Heinz factory concerning the
increase, but did not know the Heinz
plant instead chose to close down until
it was in the newspaper last week.
"We figured there would be an
increase in the sewage treatment for
Heinz, but it probably would have been
stretched out over 15 years and not all

Bowling Green's H.J Heinx plant
will permanently close Nov. 1. according to Peter Jack, personnel director
for Heinz.
The decision to close the factory was
reached after the factory's economic
stability was studied and it was
decided that continued operation would
not be economically feasible. Jack
said.
Jack said there were two main
reasons for the decision
"Star-Kist Foods, which is a Heinz
subsidiary, has decided to consolidate
Bowling Green pet food operations at
the Heinz factory in Muscatine. Iowa."
he explained.
The Bowling Green Heinz factory
has produced pet foods for Star-Kist
since 1964
"The other reason is because of the
installment of the new sewage system
in Bowling Green." Jack said "For
the Heinz factory to participate in the

UAO, Belkin Productions
sponsor Starship concert
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South Vietnam*** troop* Ml almost every available inch of the ship
evacuating them They were picked up at Thuan An Beach lait week and
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News changes
phone system;
saves money

The News has a new telephone
system this quarter that will hopefully
save about $90 a month in telephone
costs, but the new system will require
cooperation from our readers to make
it work
Each department now has its own
line and number, rather than the twonumber system the office previously
had. Each department can be called
directly.
However, calls cannot be transferred
between departments It will therefore
be necessary to place calls directly to
the staff member or department
desired.

Tickets will go on sale Monday for
the May 4 Jefferson Starship concert at
8 p. m. in Memorial Hall.
Tickets 15 for general admission
and $6 for reserved seats-also will be
available in the Union ticket office
Tickets will go on sale at various offcampus locations on April 14.
The concert is sponsored by Belkin
Productions and the Union Activities
Organization (UAO).
According to Randy A. Richards,
junior (B.A.I and UAO publicity
chairman, Jefferson Starship it a
descendant of the old Jefferson
Airplane, "an acid rock group of the

Haight-Ashbury scene."
Jefferson Airplane was noted for
such hit songs as "Volunteers."
"White Rabbit" and "Somebody to
Love."
Starship includes former members
of the Jefferson Airplane such as
singers Grace Slick and Paul Kantner.
blues violinist Papa John Creach. and
drummer John Barbata
New members are bass player Peter
Kangaroo and guitarist Craig
Chaquico, Richards said
Their latest album. "Dragonfly." is
a million-seller. Current Starship hits
are "Fly the Tiger "and "Caroline "

at one time." Sorgenfrei said. "It
would have depended on how fast the
plant enlarged and how fast the new
sewage treatment plant could build
facilities to treat the Heinz waste."
The equipment from the Bowling
Green factory will be transferred to a
plant in Fremont. Jack said, where
new jobs will be offered to the
employes of the closing plant.
"That will abosrb quite a few of the
people losing their jobs," Jack said.
"But it's more than likely that
everyone will be separated "
Those persons not interested in being
relocated to other plants will be
eligible for a benefits package thai
Heinz has established. Jack added
"We're also going to work with local
industries to try to place some of the
people." he said
The closing of the factory will also
have a "negative" effect on a number
of University students who have been
hired by Heinz in the past. Jack said.
During our seasonal periods we
hire roughly 900 people." he said. "I'd
say at least 50 per cent are students "
The pet food processing at the
Bowling Green plant will eventually be
phased out by the end of tomato
season. Jack said. Limited tomato
production will be done at the factory
during this year's season
Jack said both the land and buildings
of the Bowling Green factory will be
offered for sale

Weather
Rale or snow likely today. Hlgbs
la the low to mid 3*i Saow likely
tonight e*di*g tomorrow. Low
toalght ia the mid to upper it*.
High tomorrow ia the apper Mi
aad low 38*. Probability of
precipitation 80 per cent today and
70 per ceal toalgbt.
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epiT8Riai.s
eliminate aid
to Vietnam
Vietnam, the late 1960s: American soldiers risk their lives-and often
lote-trying to capture small, unimportant cities as a part of strategic
military operations during the height of the war.
Vietnam. 1975: South Vietnamese soldiers and troops trample helpless
women and children trying to get on a U.S. rescue airplane to flee the
enemy.
Da Nang is now occupied by the communists, because the best military
forces in the South Vietnamese army saw fit to turn and run.
Why did more than 55,000 American soldiers have to die in Vietnam if
the cream of the Vietnamese army will not make even an effort to stave
off the Communist forces?
Ironically, according to White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen.
President Ford blames these current tragic occurences on the failure of
Congress to grant his most recent aid request.
This mess is not the fault of Congress' denial of funds to Vietnam. It
does little good to send money to a country whose own forces retreat in
the face of danger.
More financial aid to Vietnam is unnecessary The United States has
already wasted too much time. and. unfortunately, lost too many lives to
continue in this manner, especially if the people of South Vietnam cannot
reciprocate equally

major peace effort fails
WASHINGTON The
political
fragility of the Israeli government and
a weakened American presidency
formed part of the diplomatic
quicksand that doomed Henry
Kissinger's Middle East negotiations.
These harsh realities are well
perceived in Cairo and Moscow They
thus must be viewed as obstacles to
any early break in the Arab-Israeli
stalemate a deadlock that heightens
the risk ol a new war.
Meantime, there will be increasing
strains on the American-Israeli
relationship and considerable hurling
ol private, if not public, accusations of
blame that will help only the radical
Arabs and the Soviet Union.
Kissinger came "within a phrase" of
breaching the impasse between Cairo
and Jerusalem through his step-by-step
mediating efforts
ISRAEL WAS prepared to give up
the strategic Gidi and Mitla passes and
the Abu Rodei oil fields-its most
valuable bargaining chips In exchange
(or an Egyptian pledge of "nonbelligerency "

him to reject the Egyptian proposal
Thus it can be said that Rabin's
diplomatic failure has bolstered his
political position within Israel
J.F. lerHorst

Egyptian President Sadat demurred
at that word because it implied a
formal peace pact he felt could only
come from a broad consensus of Arab
and Israeli opinion at Geneva.
Instead. Sadat agreed only to a "nonrecourse to war." Kissinger
considered the difference to be more
semantic than real but the Israeli
government did not
Beset with political opposition from
his right and considerable domestic
skepticism of his leadership, Premier
Yitzhak Rabin refused the Egyptian
offer rather than risk the overthrow of
his delicate coalition government.
Israeli's parliament voted 92 to 4 in
support of Rabin's decision Had he
offered a compromise to parliament.
Rabin's government might have fallen,
a prospect that certainly influenced

MR. FORD'S position is almost the
reverse. Having failed to achieve a
break through-his first major peace
effort in the Middle East the
President has lost stature at home and
abroad.
Just as Rabin was counting on
American understanding of Israel's
position, so Mr. Ford was counting on
Israel's understanding of the
presidency's need for success at a
critical hour
And it is a critical need, as Kissinger
noted somberly at last Wednesday's
news conference
Congressional refusal to support past
American objectives in Indochina and
the erosion of U.S. influence in
Portugal. Greece. Turkey and Cyprus
have had a corrosive effect on
America's policy for the Middle East,
too
The Israelis, in fact, ask themselves
whether they could trust IS
guarantees of survival in the face of
congressional restrictions on presidential action elsewhere in the world
They decided they could not

THE SAME Democrats on whom
Israel has relied in the past are those
who now are cutting American aid to
Indochina
How long can Israel be certain that
this Democratic Congress will
continue its double standard of support
for Israel but not for the other
countries that once enjoyed the
backing of Democratic Congresses and
presidents'*
Mr Ford is understandably vexedbut not angry-over Israel's failure to
perceive the frustrations of its only
friend among the major powers
The Ford administration has no
intention of deserting Israel, but it also
has no intention of allowing the US to
become hostage to Israeli or Arab
policy
The other day. Mr Ford reiterated
the proverb that "time heals all
wounds " But time and U S money are
not all on Israel's side
The hard fact of that is apparent in
the weariness of congressional and
public support for South Vietnam and
Cambodia and in the polls that suggest
a US willingness to support war only
when America's national security is
clearly at stake
Copyright. lf», Universal Press
Syndicate Detroit Newt

Lerrers
predators

I am writing this letter to call a stop
to the unnecessary predatoriness ol oncampus origin, is of no consequence
The real issue is that these people who
leach off other people's property are
never apprehended or investigated by a
responsible body
1 think the time has come and has
long been neglected to create a safe
environment in which to live I suggest
that doors of dorm rooms should
automatically lock when shut
I suggest too. that this Campus
Safety crew come out of their cars and
start hoofing it in dorms and on the
campus

'If IT DOESN'T FLY, WI'D LIKE TO BE TEST PILOTS FOR YOUR NEXT SHOTI'

P

ust for loughs

By Darryl Rolaade III
Gaesl Studrii < ol.mnl.i
The time of day was unclear to me.
but 1 do remember walking down the
cobblestone road in the rain and
coming within range of a huge crowd ol
people standing in a semicircle,
surrounding a man on a soapbox
As I drew closer, a second man could
be seen standing behind the speaker
and off to his side-apparently an
assistant The one speaking held a
microphone in his hand and was
screaming into the instrument
Immediately it was obvious this
lellow had charisma, but his voice was
strong and raspy More importantly.
his words were such that 1 could easily
term him a Rabble Rouser Already
many around him had surmised his
role and "turned him of I "
As I edged into the crowd, the orator
pointed down to his feet where there
stood 18 baskets of balls He spoke o(
losing eight baskets to a worthless
cause and that there should have been
26 baskets at his feet, nothing less
THERE WAS no denying some in the
audience believed this also and were
stirred by his manner In turn he
adroitly sensed this and continued to
exploit the mood ol a large minority
who were still listening
Meanwhile, his erstwhile assistant
was wagging his head in agreement
with his every word
Now a few people in the center ol the
crowd grew restless, and finally an
older gentlemen raised his hand and
said. "Do your words have any
constructive meaning'' Or are you
saturating the air waves around us so
that we have little choice but either to
become inflamed with your cause or
walk away from here'"
The Rabble Rouser quickly warned
in a sharp tone. "We will allow you to
talk as long as you please, but be
careful not to say anything." His
assistant continued to nod his head in
the background
The barker then shouted into the
microphone. "And from now on. I
proclaim that Kings will be Queens and
Queens will be Kings And if you
hundreds of people out there don't
believe it. I will get at least 10 of you to
vote and pass my resolution'"
AGAIN HIS assistant nodded his
in excitement while applauding

his leader As il to punctuate his next
statement, the speaker had picked up
some muck Irom around Ihe soapbox
and Hung it against the rack on the wall
behind him. skillfully blending this
motion into his narration
"Furthermore", he screamed.
"After serious deliberation with all the
important people around me. I am
supporting a most significant change in
the road we are standing on' We will
change the name from SGA Avenue to
SULane"
"Yeah, yeah'" exclaimed his
assistant. Tell It like it is'
By now. more than hall the people
had i lu-n backs to the speaker In total
disinterest, they heard but were not
listening
Completely unaware that he was not
reaching the majority ol the crowd, but
himself captured in the ferment of
some close around him. the Rabble
Rouser droned on and on
FINDING the opportunity. 1 inched
my way through the crowd to a point
just in Iront of the speaker and his
assistant The latter now walked over
to his companion and whispered. "Sir.
some ol the people here suggest we
allow them to set up another box on the
opposite side of the street "
What''
exclaimed the Rabble
Rouser.
"Competition'' On the
contrary, we should charge them all
for the priviledge of listening to us'"
Now. again his aide was tugging at
his sleeve and suggested "Do you
want to sav a good word about
WUe«?"
"Naw." slurred the speaker
"Well then, a good word for
Morrow or Olson'" persisted the
assistant
THE BARKER carefully covered the
microphone and retorted. "Look
dummy' We're not in the business to
build people up just tear em down
The rule in this game is to generate
confrontation hopefully to uncover
the most sensational negative points of
an issue In this way we arouse the
crowd project ourselves to the people
as being not only very necessary but
also the best means to vent their
frustrations Don't you see'' It's so
easy to get people to listen to what's
wrong Tell them what's right and see
how much more work it is to get things
changed1 Not only that but by
encouraging confrontation, we force
them to put all their energy into the

machinery for one side to initiate the
confrontation and the other to answer
it1 That means there wont be much
energy left to support a program for
progress No program, no work* All we
need to do is talk! See''"
The speaker was surprised to find his
man's head was not wagging
affirmatively
"Yeah, Boss we sure have retained
center ring but most of the people
have stopped watching
Besides,
what's the point of inciting people to
cancel each other out if we are not
going anyplace-us included''"
For the first time, the Rabble
Rouser looked puzzled Suddenly he
was no longer so confident or arrogant
His voice waivered and began to trail
off People began to leave in complete
silence
As the minutes laded into hours,
fewer and fewer were left standing at
the corner, until only the speaker
himself, remained Finally, he realized
this and slowly stepped off the
soapbox, very much cognizant ol the
muck surrounding him
GATHERING UP his electronic
equipment, he trampled through the
mud onto the cobblestone road I
decided to follow him hoping to
discover his Identity Trailing him at a
distance, we walked a mile or so until
he came to a three-story, brick
building
Gazing intently from behind a tree. I
saw the man look timidly to the left,
then to the right He produced a key
and let himself into the building Only
then did I notice the sign hung above
the doorway It read: The BG News "
The last I remember I was hoping
this guy bad seen the light I knew be
had lots of talent that could be put to
use in leading the people toward a
unified goal whereby all would benefit
If he would only accent the positive
and eliminate the suddenly, someone
jarred my elbow and I awoke from my
daydream to find myself sitting in
Journalism 300. Newswriting class'
Staring at me from my desk was my
last "paper" full of marks indicating
serious grammatical errors. But the
professor had also made a positive
comment the word "ACCURATE"
was boldly written in black across toe
length of the paper
It seems like that word tells the
complete story in the newspaper
business But then again, one never
knows what people will do for a laugh.

LET'S FACE it. there is little need
for a "hot pursuit" by any of our
illustrious boys in grey They just
might find a person or two ripping up a
smoke detecter Or. pulling a fire
alarm
For those of you who think this type
of police show of force is against your
rights to privacy, than you have not
had the opportunity to be "ripped
off!"
This is just for the record, those of
you who have managed to make it into
college and have found no better way to
express yourselves than to steal from
others, is pretty low indeed
Those of you who I am referring to
have no real need for college, for you
have not yet learned the fundamental
priorities that the majority of college
students abide by
And to you the thief, you have not
only acquired my contact lenses. 126 in
cash, and all my personal documents,
but you have succeeded in obtaining
the write-up of your immature act.
I challenge you, to return Ihe
aforementioned items, in replace of
your decency
Diane Gresslev
129 Mac West

rev/ewer
not to blame
Admittedly, the theater reviews in
The BG News are less than critically
outstanding, but 1 doubt If it's due so
much to Dan Dlugonski's competency
than it is to the editorial limitations
imposed by The BG News in their
misguided notion of what a review is
supposed to do l and therefore how it is
written I.
However, the letter of March 7.
concerning Dlugonski's reviews is
what an educator would phrase as
functionally illiterate, and the notions
expressed there of what a review is or
is not are as ill-conceived as they
accuse Dlugonski of writing and The
BG News of editing and printing.
The play should stand alone, without
need (or the audience to interview the
director or have any previous
experience
necessary
for
understanding at least in parti, or
else theater has become so narrowly
performed that only theater majors
and other actors may fully enjoy it.
which I strongly believe should never
be allowed to happen
Shakespeare wrote for the common
man and the comman man should
expect to leave Ihe theater enlightened
and entertained rather than bewildered
and conned
IT IS THE director's responsibility
to educate bis audience to the limits
of hit vision and imagination, and to
fully realize that vision upon the stage,
drawing upon whatever is necessary to
do that.
It Is the director who casts the play,
for whatever reasons, and if he should
choose to cast Inexperienced acton he

assumes the responsibility of
demanding from his actors the finest
performances they are capable of
giving, if tor no other reason than to
fulfill his interpretation i which justly
should govern each decision, from
choice of play to final blocking and
performance I
I am generally impressed with the
acting talent at Bowling Green, but I
am similarly unimpressed land often
appalled l by the drouth of directoral
talent present in the faculty with one
gross exception I
The duty of art is to explore and
expand, to push boundaries and grow,
and anything less soon becomes worn
convention and cliche, but it takes
courage to take the risks necessary lor
growth and nearly to a man the faculty
directors opt for the safe decision at
every choice and their productions
suffer from their lassitude and cowed
imaginations
Bad theater is still bad theater,
regardless of its aspirations or
political considerations (read
"Educational
Theater
versus
Professional Theater." aphorisms for
the same process, and in fact I'll
venture to say that the term
"educational theater" arose out of the
need to rationalize gutless theater I.
IF STUDENTS in the theater
department (eel anger and frustration
they should at least direct their
criticism to the problem mot the
critic, who is more historian than
seen, and demand that their directors
take chances, demand that as students
they do indeed learn something about
characterization (other than walkthrough blockings worn out two
decades agoi. demand that they be
pushed (and not pacified out of the
director's (ear ol alienation and hence
reduction of people to audition (or their
crowded twelve-production calendar!,
demand honesty and talent.
imagination
and
thoroughness,
integrity and passion, and in other
words, demand good theater
It's happening at other schools and it
should be happening here

charges
clarified
In the March 4 issue ol The BG News
an article describing the ACGFA's
budget deliberations stated that
"Weinberger said the professionals
charge 125 (or IS minutes ol lessons
As those numbers, referring to the
Ice Arena pros, did slip from my
tongue I feel obligated to clarify
The committee met all day
Saturday. March 1. to decide on the
majority of the allocation recommendations During the lunch break
a faculty member stated that his
daughter was taking skating lessons
and paying extremely high fees. $2S
per IS minutes
As the Ice Arena budget listed total
fees paid by the professionals (or ice
rental as 16000 per year there appeared
to be a discrepancy somewhere
At the afternoon session I brought
this discrepancy before the committee,
(the faculty person had left to meet
other obligations!
RATHER THAN stating the $25
figure with certainty as the article
implied. I relayed what the faculty
person had said and stated that if this
was true then perhaps the Ice Arena
should investigate raising their rental
fees as a means o( generating more
income
The actual recommendation passed
by the committee was that. The Ice
Arena investigate Ihe (ee structure (or
ice rental charged those who give
skating lessons "
I would like to emphasize that the $25
figure was expressed as a rationale to
recommend investigation, and not as
fact.
A phone call from one of the skating
pros. March 4. and further
investigation by Ihe original faculty
source both affirm the accurate rate as
(13 per hour not $25 per quarter hour

Randy Michael Signor
412 East Court

Michael Weinberger
831 SUndish Dr
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University operating budget tight

Senate talks of budget possibilities
By LarrilK Jimtui
Staff Reptrter

THE UNIVERSITY-S edu

A tight University operating budget lor the 1975-77
bieniuum was the subject
yesterday of a presentation
to the Faculty Senate by Dr
Michael R. Ferrari, vicepresident of resrouce planning and head of the University
Educational
Budget
Advisory Committee
Dr. Ferrari's statement
came in light of a » 1 per
cent salary increase request
presented to the committee
by Faculty Senate March 12
Dr Ferrari said the Advisory Committee has been
busy holding meetings with
deans, provosts and other
administrators to determine
the needs of the University
for the next two academic
years
No definite plan for a
faculty salary increase has
been formulated yet. according to Dr Ferrari

cational budget comes from
state subsidies and student
tuitions. Dr Ferrari said
The
University
received
more than $20.700.000 in
state subsidies and
(IS
million in student tuition for
the present bienmum
he
said
Ohio House Bill 555. an
educational appropriations
bill, would provide the I'niversity with 123.790,000 for
the next biennium.
an
increase of $3 million
House Bill 555 would not
impose a ceiling on student
tuition. Dr Ferrari said
This would increase the
chance that the present 1210
tuition would rise
The Ohio
Board
of
Regents iOBR> also proposed a
budget recommendation to the state legislature for the next two
years. Ferrari said It would
provide the University with
more
than S28 million
dollars in subsidies with no
increase in tuition

University schedules
dorm request sign-ups
Representatives from the
University Housing Office
will begin accepting housing
reservations for the 1975-76
academic year beginning
Monday
from
students
presently living on-campus
Applications
will
be
accepted
in
the
main
lounges or activity rooms of
the residence halls from
8 30 ,i in
to 4:15 p.m
■ excluding lunch hour).
If the demand for housing
exceeds
availability
of

accommodations,
priority
will be given to students who
apply on the day designated
for
their
particular
residence hall
Except commuters and
married
students,
all
students
who
hair
accumulated less than 90
credit hours by September
will be required to reside on
campus
The schedule for visiting
the
halls
to
accept
applications is

Dr.
Ferrari said
the
Budget Advisory Committee
is carefully evaluating all
expenditures because it will
be difficult to maintain the
University on the subsidies
proposed by House Bill 555
THE PRESENT budget
proposal does not provide
for
needed
program
enhancement, increases in
merit scholarships, library
improvements or catch-up
factors which compensate
for the underfunding of programs or the underpayment
of staff. Dr Ferrari said
Dr Ferrari said the University utilities budget is
approaching $2 million even
though the use of electricity
on the campus decreased 10
per cent last year and the
University has been using
cheaper coal which causes
more pollution when it is
burned
"We are buying the dirtiest coal we can get." Dr
Ferrari said

Offenhauer
East
and
West.
Monday. April 7Compton. Tuesday. April 8.
Lowry
and
Harmon.
Wednesday. April 9; Mooney
and Treadway. Thursday.
April 10 Alice Prout and
Conklin. Monday. April 14;
McDonald East and Kohl.
Tuesday.
April
IS;
McDonald
North
and
Rodgers. Wednesday. April
l«.
McDonald
West.
Thursday.
April
17;
Chapman and Bromfield.
Monday. April 21. Dunbar
and
Anderson.
Tuesday.
April
22.
Ashley
and
Harrow. Wednesday. April
23; Batchelder. Thursday,
April 24

Refugees flee advance
•from page one
IN THE CAPITAL, scores
of persons were reported
making plans to buy their
. way out of the country
Dollars were in demand,
and the black market rate
for piasters shot up from 800
to 1.000 for tl The official
rate is 725 per dollar
Some Western airlines
said their bookings out of
Saigon had nearly doubled
as the United States began
airlifting in emergency war
materials
The State
Department
estimates there are about
6.000 Americans in South

Vietnam
Half
are
government employes and
contractors
working
for
them,
a
quarter
are
businessmen,
teachers,
missionaries and other nonI'.S. government personnel,
and the rest are dependents
IN THE LATEST call lor
Thieu's
resignation,
opposition Sen. Ton That
Dinh said he had been joined
by a handful of normally
pro-government senators to
call
an extraordinary
session of the 6o-m.ni Senate
today to discuss a motion
forcing
a
change
of
government

At least six of South
Vietnam's 13 divisions have
been lost either through
casualities.
desertion
or
capture.
All of South Vietnam's
main force divisions now are
concentrated in the Saigon
area
and
the populous
Mekong Delta to the south

Ponderosa
Ponderosa
opening &
between 2

THOUGH THE operating
budget is tight, the University has received 111 million
in state money for new construction. Dr Ferrari said
A new music building costing |7 million will be constructed
The rest of the money will
be used to renovate Hanna
and Moseley Halls, he said
Dr. Ferrari said he hopes
the Board of Trustees will be
able to approve a budget
sometime in May

with trash garlic broad
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so"y no delivery
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"THE FIRST question you
probably have is whether
there is a government." he
said. "All I know is that Dr
Moore told our adviser to
get in there and put them to
work "
Hathaway said that as far
as he knows there will be a
student government

University students voted
to abolish SCiA in a special
election held before spring
bieak University president
Dr Hollis A Moore Jr will
decide in the near future
whether the results of the
election were valid
Faculty Senate members
also voted on amendments
to the amendments of the
Committee on University
Governance and Reorganization I COUGAR I document
which will replace the old
faculty charter

Lon Nol flees Cambodia;
new regime recognized
PHNOM
PENH.
Cambodia I API-With insurgent
shells exploding only 100
yards from his plane. Cambodian President Lon Nol
left his country yesterday in
a move to pave (he way for
peace
talks with
the
Communist led rebels
He stopped briefly in Thailand, then flew to the Indonesian capital of Jakarta in
a jet belonging to the stateowned Indonesian oil corporation. Per lamina
After an hour's stay at the
Jakarta airport's VIP room,
he and his entourage took oil
for the Indonesian island ol
Bali accompanied by Indone
sian Foreign Minister Adam
Malik
LON NOL will spend the
next 10 days relaxing in a
mountain
top
summer
palace overlooking plush
green valleys on Bali, then
continue on to the United
States
As he left Phnom Penh,
the
Indian
government
recognized Prince Norodom
Sihanouk's government in
exile as the government of
Cambodia
At the same time, former
Cambodian President Cheng
Heng arrived in Pans and
said he hoped for a quick
cease-fire in his homeland
BOTH CHENG Heng and
l .en Nol were marked for
death by the Cambodian
rebels

Steak House is looking for experienced
Team members. Part-time positions are
enthusiasts are needed Apply in person
& 5 p.m.

The ailing 61 year-old U>n
Nol and an entourage of 27.
including
Premier
Long
Borel and their families.
took oil in a jetliner for
Thailand
as
insurgent
rockets fell on Phnom Penh
airport
Five howitzer rounds
exploded 100 yards away as
Lon Nol was helped from a
helicopter that took him to
the airport from his presidential palace
HE WALKED about 10
yards with the aid of a cane
and waved weakly before
three escorts helped him up
the steps into the Air Cambodia Caravelle
Although he relains the
title of president. l.on Nol is
not expected to return to
Cambodia He led Ihe coup
that overthrew Prince Norodom Sihanouk and is on the
Khmer Kougedealh list
I am leaving to pave
the way for a peace settlement." he told his lop generals al a farewell meeting at
his palace Monday
•THE COUNTRY now
needs your leadership I ask
for your unity in solving Ihe
problems to Ihe best of your
abilities."

Political sources predicted a sweeping shakeup in
Ihe regime, with Ihe removal of mosl of the men associated with Inn Nol and
their replacement by men
the Khmer Houge would be
willing to deal with
No major improvement in
the government's military
situation was reported anywhere in the country.
IN A RADIO address
before his departure. Lon
Nol said that the "top priority is to bring peace" bul
urged thai "we cannot be
forced to surrender in Ihe
lace of the enemy "
He said he would search
the "way (o an honorable
peace" while abroad
Two other leaders marked
lor execution by the Khmer
Houge-former prime ministers In Tarn and Sirik
M.il.ik -remain in Cambodia
It is uncertain whether
lxing Boret. also on the
death list, might return
Under the constitution Ihe
president of the senate.
Lieut Uen Sau Kam Khoy
will
become
Cambodia's
interim president
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Daley
CHICAGO i APi Richard .1 Daley barely campaigned
for reelection, bul he is expected to win another four-year
term easily today as Chicago voters choose a mayor
Daley told newsmen Monday night he expected to win by
a suliNt.inti.il margin He was a 58 per cent winner over
three challengers in the Keb 28 Democratic primary
The expected general election victory lod.iy will solidify
Daley's comeback as ■ major factor in the Democratic
party nationally -liter his ousler from the 1972 National
Convention in a credentials light

Wallace
MONTGOMERY. Ala IAI'I -Gov George C. Wallace
says he has set May or June as the time to make my
decision" whether to run lor president in 1976 He says it in
900.000 letters soliciting funds
"I believe there is only one thing thai will keep me from
being elected president and that is not having enough
money to run a good campaign." Wallace says in the form
letters
The letters, sent out by Wallace's national campaign
office, make no mention of the Democratic party Charles
Snider, office director, said Monday the letters went to
300.000 previous contributors and 600.000 prospective
contributors

CIA
WASHINGTON IAI'I -The Rockefeller Commission has
been given a two-month deadline extension for its investigation of alleged improprieties by the Central Intelligent
AgencyICIAI
Vice Presidenl Nelson A Rockefeller, chairman of the
panel, said the new deadline of June 6 "is one that will be
met " President Ford extended the investigation beyond
the April 4 reporting date by an executive order
In its 12th weekly session, the commission took
testimony Monday from a panel of academic experts in the
field of individual privacy, apparently in an effort to draft
recommendations to prevent future domestic wrongdoings
by the CIA
The scholars were unanimous in favoring creation of a
public code of ethics governing intelligence gathering, said
Prof
Edward J
Bloustein. president of Rutgers
University

PHI KAPPA PSI

-Regular $27.50

Special $33.95

-Regular $39.95

ALUMINUM BATS

Regular $9.95

ABORTION

Hearst
SOCTH CHARLESTON, W Va t APi-State and federal
authorities said yesterday they were checking a report
that fugitive Patricia Hearst was seen in West Virginia
overnight
State police here said a woman called them at 3 28 a m .
saying she had seen a car carrying a woman who looked
like Hearst several hours earlier along Interstate 77 in
Jackson County
Officials in tiuernsey County. Ohio, said they stopped a
car carrying three persons near Cambridge but let all
three go
A state police spokesman said the detachment has
received numerous hoax calls this morning because it is
April Fools Day bul the up had to be checked anyway
An FBI agenl in Parkersburg noted that authorities
receive several sighting lips about Hearst every day

ADIDAS BASEBALL SHOES
Gel ready lor Ihe season and save on your baseball or
Softball shoes.

Aluminum Softball Bats-XBH. Adirondack. Louisville
Slugger. Dudley

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.
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W
Randall Hathaway.
Student Government Association iSGAl
president,
also spoke to the Faculty
Senate
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local briefs

Communications college discussed

Council to reconsider proposals

German cluster
This summer (( will be possible for University students
to Uke a year of German-and at the same time have
learning experiences outside the typical classroom
atmosphere
A German cluster, directed toward students with
primarily no background in German, will be offered both
summer sessions, according to Dr Joseph Gray III.
chairman of the department of German and Russian
The cluster is a combination of classroom sessions and
informal activities including movies and singing Dr. Gray
said participants will be encouraged to live and eat
together to help create a learning atmosphere
Students also will participate in supervised language
laboratories and individual tutoring sessions
Dr Gray also said registration for individual courses
within the cluster can be arranged, but students planning
to enroll in the entire 20-hour cluster should not take
additional courses
The cluster can be used to fulfill language requirements
or toward a German minor
Interested students should contact Dr Grav at 141
Shatzel Hall

Ice skating
There will be open ice skating Irom 1:30-3 30pm today
at the Ice Arena Student admission is 50 cents and skate
rental is 50 cents

Lacrosse
First meeting of the women's intercollegiate lacrosse
team will be held today from 4-5:30 p.m. Women should
come to the Sterling Farm practice field, dressed for
activity. All are welcome Contact Carol Durentini.
assistant professor of physical education and recreation,
lor more details '

Movies
The Union Activities Organization again will sponsor
weekly Brown Bag Movies beginning today The movies
will be held at noon everv Wednesday in 210 Math-Science
Bldg

AAUP speech
Joseph Newlin
campus coordinator of the Ohio
HducationAssociation..will address the University chapter
of the American Association of University Professors
lAAUPl at 7 30 p.m. tomorrow in the White Dogwood
Room. Union

Council meeting
Academic Council will meet from 1.15-3 p.m. todav in
the Alumni Room. Union Proposals for a communications
college and related issues will be discussed
Because of the Values and revaluation forum, no meeting
will be held next Wednesday.■

Theft reported
The theft of $25 and 400 cigarette packs from a vending
machine was reported to city police early Monday
morning by the Cast Masters Division of l.atrobe Steel Co .
1145 Fair view Dr
Steve Tomasi of Whitehousc was arrested at 2:10 a m
yesterday for driving under the influence ol alcohol. Me
will appear In Municipal Court at 9 45 a m Monday

Dairii
Queen

By Rote Heine
Staff Reporter
Academic Council today
will reconsider two proposals for autonomous units
for teaching communications The proposals were
first presented last quarter
Forming a communications college has been discussed at the University for
the
past
three
years.
Committees
have
been
working on college proposals
for the past two years.
A proposal for a College of
Mass Communications was
formed and submitted early
last quarter to the provost
by a committee headed by
Dr Maurice Mandell. chairman of the marketing
department. Members of the
School of Journalism, the
speech and popular culture
departments served on the
committee, which was set
up by the provost.
That proposal emphasizes

a need for an opportunity to
educate students who want
to pursue careers in mats
communications. A base for
research and a
liaison
between students and
commercial media also Is
stressed.
THE PROPOSAL eliminated interpersonal communications
and
graphic
communication from the
mass communications college since those areas would
make the college "so allpervasive as to be meaningless."
It cited the following reasons for a single structure to
teach
mass
communications:
-Interdepartmental
and
intercollegiate cooperation
in mass communications
programs has been minimal
-New courses must be
developed to meet the technology
and job market
demand.

-The opportunities to
obtain outside funds and
practical experience for students should be enhanced.
-Facilities and personnel
for research could be combined
A BACHELOR of mass
communications degree Is
suggested in the proposal
Students would be required
to complete 72 hours of general education, 24 hours of
professional core courses. 36
hours from one major area
and 28 hours in a minor
The proposal also indicates that the college would
have the potential to develop
graduate programs
and
enhance the existing graduate programs in popular culture and speech
The proposal estimates
that the cost of establishing
the new college would be
about $85,000 for hiring a
dean, an assistant dean, an
office staff and an operating
budget
Costs would be

curbed since faculty already
are available in the disciplines which would be
included in the college
The department of speech
has submitted a proposal for
a semiaulonomous School of
Speech
Communication
within the College of Arts
and Sciences
THE SCHOOL would
include
four
divisions
radio-television film
rhetoric
communication,
theater: and speech pathology and audiology The divisions would operate much
like the four areas within the
present speech department
The proposal
indicates
that an autonomous school
of speech would facilitate
program
development,
interdisciplinary
cooperation and student development toward career objectives

Retaining and strengthening current programs in the

speech department
are
emphasized in the proposal
A bachelor of arts in
communication degree is
suggested The degree, to be
offered
by
the school
through the College of Arts
and Sciences, would enable
students to include courses
outside the four proposed
divisions in their degree program
STUDENTS
would be
required to take 16 courses
plus their physical education
courses to meet the general
studies requirement of the
proposed degree The general studies courses are divided into five areas
Students would also take
seven additional courses to
extend their understanding
in two of the five areas
designated in the general
studies plan
Three options for specialization
replace
the
major/ minor
requirement

now applying to students in
the speech department.
Students may take the
bulk of their course work in
one
division and
Uke
selected work outside the
school: they may take their
coursework in two divisions
supplemented by a support
field outside the school: or
they may construct their
specialization from a division within the school and a
department elsewhere
The school would retain
the faculty in the speech
department and incorporate
adjunct faculty. It would
include both an undergraduate and graduate committee on program evaluation
and development. An executive committee would serve
as advisers to the director of
the school
The proposal
indicates
that no University money
would be needed to establish
the school since outside
funds could be obtained

Energy bill could offer
immediate, future benefit
COLUMBUS IAP) - A
major energy bill aimed at
providing immediate and
long-range
solutions
to
Ohio's
energy
problems
through greater self-sufficiency was introduced yesterday in the House
The $550 million sevenpoint plan, which would
create an Ohio Knergy
Development Center, was
proposed last month by
David (' Sweet, a public utilities commissioner
Both the House and Senate
met in brief skeleton sessions yesterday to allow
introduction
of
bills
to
continue while most lawmakers were away from the
Capitol on an Kaster break
THE PLAN focuses on
making greater use of the
state's
existing
energy
resources while encouraging
more efficient conservation
measures
Sweet estimated its implementation would create or
save 800,000 jobs over the
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next 10 years and 100,000 by
1979
Rep Thomas Carney (D71 Youngstownl. the prime
sponsor, said federal grants
would cover $200 million of
the total price tag of the program, "with no need for any
increases in taxes."

THE

RESEARCH

and

development agency would
work to attract federal
grants and bring energy-related industries to Ohio.
Carney said
The other major planks:
-A 1220 million coal gasifi
cation plant construction
program to convert the
state's "vast coal reserves
into clean energy."
-Provide $125 million in
low interest loans for all
Ohioans and Interest-free
loans to low Income and
senior citizens for energysaving home improvements,
particularly insulation, that
would cut utility bills.

-PROVIDE 130 million in
low interest loans as incentives to owners of all-electric homes to install energysaving devices, such as heat
pumps, or "reverse air
conditioners,'' which Sweet
contends can cut heating
bills by 30 per cent
-A $50 million project to
burn solid wastes for use as
electricity-generating alternate fuel
--A Kl million solar energy
project to heat proposed
government
buildings
in
Toledo.
Akron,
Canton.
Youngstown and Dayton.
-A $40 million demonstration project to explore ways
to reduce energy costs including peak-load pricing by
which lower rates would be
charged for energy use at
low-demand times
"They are workable, without adding a new layer of
bureaucracy." Carney said
of the proposals "And they
can be implemented immediately."

Comedian Godfrey Combridge says he carries a gun since he
moved to Ridgefield

Gun carrier

Conn. Ho says his wife has boon

harrassod on the highway, his daughter threatened at school
and his car doused with gasoline whilo it sat in his driveway
(AP Wirophoto)
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UCF organizes volunteer work
By Bill Turner
More than 100 University
students volunteer several
hours each week to community service programs sponsored by the United Christian Fellowship (I'CFI
The I'CF is an Ecumenical Campus Ministry sponsored by seven major protestant churches, according
to William Shafer. director
o( the community services
program
He explained the major
goal ol the program is to
provide educational experiences in community services (or I'mversity students
and to supplement the educational process with training workshops and ultimately to aid in career
choices
Shafer said the program
tries to meet needs that are
not met by other organizations Alter UCF starts pro-

grams, the organization
wants other groups to take
them over, he added
SOME STUDENTS volunteer because they have interests in certain fields, such
as helping mentally retarded
children, while others are in
the program to meet work
experience requirements for
educational degrees. Shafer
explained
UCF community service
programs include tutoring
Bowling Green Junior High
School students, organizing
and participating in recreation programs at Perrysburg
Heights i north of Bowling
Green i and Wood Lane
School and providing games
and companionship at the
Communitv Nursing Home
Perrysburg Heights is a
community primarily made
up of Spanish-American

migrant workers and lowerclass whites
ABOUT St tutors spend
two hours each Wednesday
night in the child's home on
a one-to-one basis to help the
student overcome difficulties
Wendy Cheely. senior
iEd i. heads the Perrysburg
Heights tutoring program
She said her job is to find the
tutors, match them with students and to teach tutors
their responsibilities.
She also supervises their
attendance, she added, and
helps tutors with teaching
methods and problems they
may have with subject
matter
Cheely also tutors a child,
and said she enjoys it.
Cheely explained that she
has encountered a problem
in presenting the program to
the parents of Perrysburg
Heights children because of

Court begins selecting
jury for Connolly case

VolutltCCr
tU tor

w,nd

V Cheely. senior (Ed.I, helps 10-yeai-old Ethel Holcomb
from
Perrysburg
Heights
with
her
reoding
and
comprehension. (Newsphoto by Bill Turner).

WASHINGTON (API-The
case of "United States vs
John B Connally" began
yesterday This is the
second time in American
history that a former
Cabinet officer has gone on
trial for bribery
The 58-year-old COMMIT*,
once regarded as a possible
presidential contender by
both the Democratic and
Republican parties, sat
stony-faced at the defense
table as lawyers and judge
began the meticulous task of
choosing a jury

Glenn explains candidacy plans
COLUMBUS lAPi-Sen
John Glenn iD-Ohioi. while
not ruling out a favorite son
candidacy, declared yesterday that he will not be a serious candidate for the presidency in 1976
Glenn said a favorite son
candidacy might be the best
way to carry a unified,
uncommitted Ohio delegation to the Democratic
national convention But he
said that would be the only
reason he would run in the
Ohio primary next year.
"When I said I was going
in to be the best senator I
could be. I meant it." said

Glenn, referring to a campaign pledge last fall.
GLENN. THE former
astronaut who is now a first
term senator, made the
comments during a Columbus news conference
On other subjects. Glenn
said it appears doubtful that
South Vietnam can survive
the current Communist
offensive.
He also pushed his executive agreement act. which
would require Senate concurrence on agreements
with foreign powers
Glenn said South Viet
nam's survival depends on

whether it can reorganize its
lorces around Saigon and the
Mekong Delta to repulse
Communist forces driving
south
ASKED IF HE thought
Vietnam could do so. he
replied "I would think it
looks doubtful
Glenn said (260 million in
authorized aid still could go
to Vietnam without congressional approval, but that is
not the important consideration
Unless they can gel reorganized, further aid won't
help them." he said "It's

not been a lack of aid. it's a
lack of their own will In the
final analysis, it will be up to
them to determine what
they want to do with their
country
"There has been a complete breakdown in their
forces." he said "Their
troops are breaking and running "
Glenn said he would support humanitarian efforts to
aid refugees, but T am
absolutely against us getting
into any combat situation."
He said "not one more shot"
should be fired by Americans in Vietnam

Placement Office releases list
for next job interview sign-up
Sign-up will be held from
3-4 p.m. today In the Forum.
Student Services Bldg for
the following non-school
interviews
Data sheets must be
turned in at the time of signup
April 7
State Savings Co. (citizenship reqd l-Mgmt trainee

B 4 M bus adm „ econ and
acctg
Toledo Trust-Branch
mgmt
trainee
B bus ;
auditor: B acctg . credit
analyst M fin
YouDgstown Steel and
Alloy i citizenship reqd iSummer internship sales
rep
selling and sales,
indust tech

If convicted on the two
counts of accepting an
illegal gratuity. Connally
could be sentenced to a
maximum four years in
prison and be fined $20,000
"This is a criminal case,"

Burglary, petit theft, telephone harassment and false
fire alarms accounted for
151 of the 198 complaints
handled by Campus Safety
during winter quarter,
according to a report issued
by Dale F. Shaffer, director
of Campus Safety.
Fifty-nine burglaries. 45
petit thefts. 25 cases of telephone harassment and 20
false fire alarms composed
most of the campus crime in
the on-campus housing units
last quarter
The statistics represent an
increase of 42 criminal com-
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STADIUM PLAZA
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PROPERTY VALUES of
the complaints totaled
$6,160 85 of which $913.50 has
been recovered.
Eighteen per cent of the
complaints were cleared, a
drop from fall quarter's
clearance rate of 24 per
cent.
The report was a summary of complaints received
from housing units and does
not reflect any other types
of complaints

ALL CAMPUS RUSH

April 11
The Higher Co.-see above
listing.

*

ADMISSION $1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

plaints Seventeen per cent
of the complaints were
received from Rodgers Hall.

prevention rep
trainee
B bus adm istrong mktg
background I.

Flash Gordon
Marx Brothers
Laurel & Hardy & more

for . fw Sjmmtr Bulletin, return coupon to
Director 0/ Summtr Stations. John Carroll
Unmvtf. Unmraity Hmghla. OftiO ««"»

FIRST TUERKHEIMER,
then Connally lawyer
Edward Bennett Williams
posed questions to a juror
pool of 75 gathered in the
courtroom of chief U.S.
District Judge George L.
Hart Jr
THE CHARGES against
Connally allege that he look
the $10,000 from Jacobsen in
$100 bills for his help in
persuading Nixon to boost
milk price supports in 1971-an act that gained milk
producers an estimated $300
million

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT

on last quarter's crime

Thursday, April 3
Sounds and Refreshments

Burlington
|ADI*ER!

FREEI

John Carroll University
SUMMER SESSIONS
June 16-July 18
July 21-August 22

said chief prosecutor Frank
M Tuerkheimer.
"We are about to begin
trial on two cases in which
John Connally. in violation
of the law. allegedly
received two $5,000
payments." he said

night tutoring sessions.
Cheely said
"They are really pulling
for the kids." she said.
adding that they want their
children to have the opportunity for assistance
The tutoring program
helps to take up a bit of the
slack in the cultural lag
between the lower class
children and the middle
class-oriented schools.
Cheelv added

Shaffer issues report

210 Math-Science, 12:00 Noon

Courses altered m 26 '*(ds o(
the arts, sciences, business
Credils transferable

•• i

April 10
Commercial Union Assurance (citizenship reqd i Mktg rep trainee & loss

CONNALLY STANDS
accused by the Watergate
prosecution force of
accepting two $5,000 bribes
from Associated Milk
Producers Inc. while he was
former President Richard
M. Nixon's secretary of the
treasury.

UAO BROWN BAG MOVIES
Starting Today, Wed. Apr. 2

If you live in the
Cleveland area, make
John Carroll
University your
summer place.

Ho*n# Prtona

April 8
F.W. Woolworth Co. •citizenship reqd >--Mgmt
trainee
B bus
adm„
merch . mgmt. and mktg
Ford Motor Co.-tech
affairs-CANCELED.

The pool Irom which 12
jurors and six alternates
will come reflects
Washington's predominantly
black populace and was
heavily weighted with
women

cultural background differences
THE PARENTS may not
understand the proposals of
helping their children, she
said, and some may be
afraid of losing the role of
assisting their own children
Very lew parents refuse to
allow tutors to come into
their homes, she added
Many parents schedule
trips and visits away from
home around the Wednesday

LEOTARDS
Long sleeve
Short sleeve

*6.50
»6.00

Petite, Ave., Tall
(Black, Navy)

$

3.50

TIGHTS
Petite, Av«., Tall
(Black, Navy)

$3.50

She CPowJe* $uff
525 Ridge

•N aa-fitlM. '
duruf tail
10 ■

••••••••••••••••
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Family slain; shots unheard
HAMILTON. Ohio (AP(Charity Ruppert lived in a
quiet section of town where
the houses are built close
together. Police wonder why
on Sunday night neighbors
didn't hear the shots that
killed the 85-year-old woman
and 10 family members
This street is so quiet."
said Georgia Calia. who
lived a few houses down
from Ruppert's home 'You
can hear a car door close on
this street I don't know why
no one heard any shots or
knew anything about it."
That question has
bothered police since they
came to the Ruppert home
Sunday night and found
Ruppert. her son. Leonard,
his wife. Alma and their
eight children, ages 4 to 17.
dead from bullet wounds
There were at least 31 spent
cartridges on the floor,
police said.
WHEN

POLICE

canvassed the neighborhood.
Chief George McNally said
no one heard the shots or
knew anything about them
"We could find no one who
heard a shot or even
something that might sound
like one." he said
To Butler County
Prosecutor John Holcomb.
the fact that no one heard
anything is amazing "The
whole
thing
is
unbelieveable." he said
The Gordon Minnii family
which lived to one side of the
Ruppert house spent most of
Easter Sunday shuttling to
church.
Minnix recalled that
evening his son-in-law came
to see him. and when he
went to leave, the cars of
Leonard and James Ruppert
were sandwiching him
He almost went to the
Ruppert door, but decided to
squeeze out. Minnix said
Across the street. George
Wroot said he was gone

■

DR. GARRET Boone said
he believed the shootings
could not possibly have
taken place before I p.m.
When it occurred. Boone
said, the gunman "had all
the people in his line of
fire," and controlled all
exits.
Boone said the Ruppert
family had been visiting the
home of relatives near New
Burlington earlier in the
day Frank Aligner the
relative, told authorities the
family left the home about
4:15. Dr. Boone said the
drive requires about 45
minutes to the home of
Ruppert
Police said they received
a phone call that there had
been a shooting about 9 30
pm
When police arrived, they
1
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ACROSS
1 Storage place
7 Envoy
13 Plate used in
printing, for
short
14 Bouquets
15 Last but —
17 Sings softly
18 Runrible —
111 Kind
21 Van —
22 Kind of lettuce
24 Acknowledge
again
26 Want
21' Small portions..
as of butter
SI Rest: Fr.
Finnish seaport
3ft Ibsen role
:IH Garden plant
40 Part of a shoe
41
Whitehead
4:i Utah's Michbor:
Abbr.
44 Twisted about
45 Type of song
4ft Fictional Jane
47 Broad neck scarf
411 Being the more
distant: Poet.
51 Cut, as in a skirt
54 English Tprelate
6ft One of 'The
Rivals"
i>0 Chopped up
(12 I>ixie
ft4 Stick
65 Supernatural
beings

II

66 One in costume
67 Member of early
ascetic sect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
i»
10
11
12
13
1ft
20
23
25
26
27
28
30
32
33
34
3ft
37

u !"

DOWN
Hoof sound
Mother of Apollo
Time word
Shorthand
writer, for short
Age
Turn's partner
Combining form
for "milk"
Make a fluff
Alice Faye's recent starrer
Neighbor of
Quemoy
Combat vehicle
To be; Lit
Certain letters
Kuchen' s
relative
Reckon again
Exhaust
Deeply resentful
indignation
Volcanic rocks
Ring —
One of the Ionian
islands
Desert
Flower
Canadian
physician
One of the Aliens
Certain orchestral instruments
Short pipe, in
Scotland

1—

r~
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(..p.

found Ruppert's other son.
James, who was later
charged with 11 counts of
aggravated murder,
standing at the front door
He faces a preliminary
hearing Friday.

during the afternoon, while
John Spears, who lived
opposite, left his home at
abou'.6p m

!i

99

^T

38

■1

■■
29

"1 TALKED to him He's
sort of blank about
the
thing." said Ruby Lee. a
sister of Charity Ruppert
who visited Ruppert in jail.
I asked him.
What
happened?' He broke down
and cried I don't know ' "
"They.
James and
Leonard, always got along
fine There was no hard
feelings between them."
A Mass of Christian Burial
will be said for the family of
Leonard Ruppert tomorrow
night at the Sacred Heart
Church where the family
attended an Easter service
less than 24 hours before
their deaths.
Charity Ruppert will be
buried in Wapakoneta
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A rest: Colloq.
Efflux
Concert extra
Beverage
Desert place
Famous Fabian
Bail
One of the
Upanishads
Other
Archaeological
site, perhaps
Diminutive sufflx
Soothing sounds
Before: 1'oet
Certain
refugees: Abbr.
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by Garry Trudeau
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Terrace apt Dick JU«B or
352 5494

CAMPUSCALENDAR
Wednesday April 2.1975
A FACULTY, STAFF. ALUMNI Bridge Lesson series is also being
sponsored by the Union Activities lo meet on Tuesday nights 7 30 to
9 30 in the Wayne Koom ol the Union A special pre-lesson (or the
inexperienced will be held Tuesday. April 8 in the Wayne Room The
regular series ol 8 lessons begins April 15 The lee ol fio 00 should
be paid by check payable to Bowling Green State University and
mailed to Mrs W. E Steidtmann at 4 Orchard Circle. Bowling
Green
CONTRACT BRIDGE LESSONS Registration lor student Bridge
Lessons is now open in the Union Activities Oflice. phone 377-2543
The regular classes begin Monday April 14 and continue (or 8 weeks
Irom 7 10 9 in the Wayne Room ol the Union However, there is a
special Help session this Monday. April 7 lor all beginners who are
urged to attend (rom 7 to 9 in the Wayne Room Thev should pav
their lee of $6 00 (or the entire series in the 1 AO oflice now
BG Photo Club will meet Wednesday April 2 at 8 p.m in the River
Room of the Union
RIDES
Ride needed to Chicago any
weekend Call Debbie 352-7327

ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS.
INC 10 Psssatc Ave . Fan-field.
New Jersey 07081.

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES OtTERKD

LOST
Red. white,
mittens Call 352-6282

black

HELP WANTED
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT
PARK. Sandusky. Ohio will hold
on campus interviews April 10
& 11 tor summer employment
Approximately 3000 positions
available for a wide variety of
jobs Housing available Contact
Student Employment for information and an appointment.
College Campus Representative Needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components to
Students at lowest prices. Hi
Commission. NO Investment
required
Serious Inquiries

Decisions' Need to talk?
Emotional and Material Pre*
nancy AM, 1"
Typing none 14M4M artar «
p.m. Wmnsos-wn.
OPPORTUNITY,
«sm up h> t]«t wwakrt in rwar
non» anwrMstai ckcnlars' last

■Mkrtojl
I! WO Santta
■
MI-CM,

of

Calf.

1 m. roommate It share large t
bedroom firililil Whnh.ni

2 people to sublet apt until
June 352 7844
Need male sublease spring
W0 mo or best ofler 352-1423

ship. TEKE is Unique, come get
together at the Teke House, any
time Rush tonight. 7-10 p m
Don't miss the annual Theta Chi
Playboy Rush Party - coming
soon to the Ice Arena Lounge

Roomy • need M5 mo Own
bedroom 352-0775

Gus - Congratulations - You're a
freeman' Sell that ring'

1 fern roommate needed, spr
qtr |S5 mo Paid nil April 15
352-8290

Gel ready (or good Umes at the
Theta Chi Playboy Rush Party'
Coming soon

1 male sublease house utilities
paid near campus M0 mo 3725354
Need 1 m lor spring 967 mo
Phone 352-8217
3 Sr girls would like studious
roommate next vear S67 mo
352-6798
PERSONALS
Judy. Kathy. Karen
Heather, thanx for
memories Love. Cathy

and
the

INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL lo
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East at minimum cost,
maximum Uexibilily and
minimum hassle' For information call EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS toll-tree 18OO1 223
5560
The Brothers of BETA THETA
PI would like to welcome
everyone back BEST WISHES
FOR A GREAT SPRING
QUARTER
Is a fraternity just money, or is
it more'' With the Brothers of
Tau Kappa Epsilon. It's more,
it's Friendship - TKE is friend-

SIGMA PHI EPSILON RUSH
PARTY (.304 30 Thurs Refreshments served House next
to Commons All interested men
welcome' Ph 372-2795 or stop
by
FOR SALE
Genuine Turquoise, polished
ready to set 82-88 352-0820
Antique steamer trunk 815 End
Utle83 3524704
4'i x 9 pool table Inquire at the
Golden Cue
FOR RENT
Summer apis Call Maurer 4
Green Rentals For a variety of
apis with excellent location
Prices range from 880 mo 3520717.
1 bedroom apartment 8150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 220 Napoleon Rd.
Room for male, private
entrance. 2 blocks U Library.
Avail
immediately 3524876
alter 7pm
Room for rent for 2 girls 201 $•-.
College
■**»

W.d n..doy April 7, 1975. Th. BG N.wl Po,, 7

Calls swamp information centers

Government job supply scarce
WASHINGTON (API-Wilh jobs scarce in private
industry, thousands of
Americans are turning to
Uncle Sam in hopes of
finding a haven from the
recession Few meet with
success
Federal job information
centers around the country
say they are being swamped
with calls from unemployed
workers and recent college
graduates looking for work.
But government jobs also
are in short supply
THE SIZE OF THE
government work force. 2 7
million as of February, has
remained fairly stable since
I960 and Civil Service
Commission officials say
usual turnover rates have
fallen sharply, with federal
employes holding on to their
jobs longer during hard
times
In the past six months, as
unemployment nationwide
mounted at the fastest rate

since the depression years of
the 1930s, the 110 Civil
Service jobs information
centers answered about five
million job queries, or
nearly a million more than
during the same six-month
period a year ago
Of the five million, the
government processed
828.3*2 applications and
wound up hiring 78.986 new
workers.
TWENTY PER cent
fewer persons have been
hired during the past six
months than during the
same period a year earlier
Last month, the job
information center in
Washington averaged 1.245
calls a day A year ago. the
office averaged 824 calls
"People who didn't want
to become a bureaucrat are
suddenly willing to trade-off
some of their Ideals for
financial security.'' says
Ann Brassier, deputy

manager of the Washington
office
Federal
pay
is
comparable and often better
than in private industry A
Commerce Department
survey showed that in 1973
the average salary for the
federal civilian workers,
including blue-collar jobs,
was 813.000 In private
industry, it was 88.900
President Ford asked
Congress to impose a S per
cent ceiling on raises this
year for the 27 million
workers on the federal
payroll
ALTHOUGH Congress
appears reluctant to go
along, the proposal would
not affect promotions and
longevity pay increases
Each year, between 30 and
40 per cent of the
government's white-collar
work force receives a
longevity, or length of
service pay hike

I lV£*J|fTl

Uncle Sam generally
provides better fringe
benefits, too. including a
pension plan which provides
the retired worker up to 80
per cent of his salary, with
guaranteed cost-of-living
protection
PERHAPS
MORE
important during a
recession is the security of a
job with the federal
government
The unemployment rate
among
government
workers, including federal,
state and local, in February
was 3 6 per cent, compared
to the national rate of 8 2 per
cent
The Bureau of Labor
Statistics does not provide a
separate breakdown, but
most of the layoffs occurred
at the slate and local level
When one federal agency is
forced to lay workers off the
employes can usually find
work at other agencies

Tommy' album different
Review
by Kriak Jokaioa

It eventually had to
happen Ken Russell's cinematic "Tommy" should not
be a surprise to anyone And
most people are accepting
the film as if it were any
other musical
The two-record sound
track album, however, is not
like that of any other
musical This one was
recorded before the lilming
even began, which is not the
usual practice
The soundtrack of
Tommy'" iPolydorl,
comes off as rock and roll It
is good in places, but it is
mostly mediocre, and even
awful at times.
The good parts are good
because there was care
taken to record it as music
for the ears rather than just
for the screen. The mediocre sections come from the
reverse reasoning of the
movie people while the third
comes mostly from the
"star system "
Young Jon Fry* heads for homo aftor celebrating
Iho coming of spring at Iho fithing holo.

The

tuntot icerm to turn tho railroad tracks into a
tilvor pathway. ( AP Wirophoto)

I wish I could
do something;
but I'm just
one person.
Do you really think God
will accept that?

You'll find that the best
parts of this soundtrack are
not only good, but also quite
interesting if you are familiar with the original Who
version Who appears on
many of the cuts as a whole
unit, redoing the old masterpiece with maturity and the
new technology
Group
leader Pete Townshend goes
nuts on the synthesizer

There is more good music
throughout the album The
finale of "See Me. Feel Me"
performed by the Who
features Nicky Hopkins with
Roger Daltry's biting vocals
is a fitting ending
Even the non-Who pieces
feature top flight musicians
like Hopkins. Eric Clapton
i who backs Townshend and
Daltry on "Sally Simpson "I.
Alan Ross and Ron Wood.
With the talent involved,
the music itself comes off
quite well, but some of the
character parts vary
First, there is Daltrey.
lead singer for the Who. who
plays Tommy
No other choice is
possible He did the original
and the London Symphony
Orchestra iLSOl version a
couple of years back and in
this new version he is still in
good form The best tracks
for him are the solos "I'm
Free" and "Sensation "
MOON PLAYS the wicked
Uncle Ernie, who makes two
appearances on "Fiddle
About" and "Tommy's Holiday Camp "
Tina Turner as the Acid
Queen is a pretty good show
for an old lady Again, it
seems that the piece was
written for her bluesy interpretation
Elton John is the Pinball
Wizard, who is beaten at the
sport by the deaf, mute and
blind Tommy John brought
in his own band for this

track, using the chorus of
the Who's early "I Can't
Explain" at times It is not
the best from Elton, but still
one of the best versions of
the song
Despite his guitar work in
the background. Clapton's
vocal performance as the
preacher on "Eyesight to
the Blind" is quite bland
The same goes for Paul
Nicholas' Cousin Kevin and
most of the performance of
Oliver Reed as Tommy's
stepfather
Of course.
Reed's always been more
acceptable as an actor
JACK NICHOLSON
doesn't try to sing his brief
part as the doctor His bit is
very reminiscent of Richard
Harris doing the same part
on the orchestrated version
of the rock opera
Most disappointing, and
downright embarrassing at
limes, is Ann-Margaret
She plays Tommy's
mother, which itself is a bit
of miscasting But in just
discussing the soundtrack as
a whole, she still doesn't cut
it. She draws immediate
comparison to Maggie Bell's
performance on the I.So
Tommy version Bell is a
rock singer. Ann-Margaret
is a Las Vegas type
And to make matters
worse, Townshend has
penned a handful of new
tunes which not only add to
the plotline iso that

Congratulations to the New Officers of

DELTA TAU DELTA
Pres. - Tim Korte
Vice Pres. • Vince Rokicsak
Treasurer - Bruce Denman
Rec. Sec. - Pete Eckman
Corr. Sec. - Tim Baughman
Sgt. at Arms • Mark Dickin
Guide - Brian Storm

Power.
Every person that lives has some
kind of dream. Tin-day he doesn't,
he's dead. The ability in imagine
is one of the most precious powers
we have.
Dreams change things. Some
dreams may change your world.
And some dreams may call for
money.
U.S. Savings Bonds are the safe
way to make sure some of your
dreams come true. And, they're
easy to buy. Your hank sells 'em.
Or. you can probably buy them
through the Payroll Savings Flan
where you work. Bonds build you a
sizeable nest egg. While you build
a dream.
Bund power. Thai's real dream
power.
d*f>

moviegoers not totally
familiar with the story can
understand what's going
mi but also allow more
lines for Ann-Margaret
After all. she is the star of
the flick
The movie version of
"Tommy" will hopefully be
its last It's a great piece of
music but ton much of a
good thins With the new
version. Peter Townshend
had to do some rewriting of
the existing songs and add
some new ones to meet the
needs of the film stars

Take stock in America.

ABORTION

Cafeteria Food, Social and School
Maybe we can help...

00

125

Now Bonds mature in less than six years.

imWi

TOLL FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M.

1 800 438 3710

The Grape Escape

Delta Upsilon
Open House

WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES
332 S Main
Bowling Green, OH

Tonight

Hours: 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

and
Tomorrow
7-9

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat.

"CRAPE ESCAPE 75"
Wintmaking clatias for
amatour wintmahtrs. Com* to
the shop or tpnd for ragistralion form. Starting classes
April 15.

Delta Tau Delta Fraternity would like to thank the following merchants for their donations to our Bowling Green Annual Easter
Egg Hunt:
Cross Men's Wear
Cook's Shoe Store
Klever's Jewelry
RMS Decorating
Bank of Wood County
Lahey Electronics
Mills Jewelry
R.J. Appliance
Smiths Hallmark
Lasells

Mid American Bank
Pizza Inn
Radio Shack
Arlenes
Wooster Wine Shop
Clock Restaurant
Flowerhouse
Dairy Queen
Falcon Pizza
Oxford House

Fouts Cleaners
Student Book Exchange
Myles Flowers
Varsity Lanes
Rudy's Hot Dog
Mac Donalds
Stadium View Sunoco
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Bee Gee Bookstore
Pagliais

MANY THANKS TO THE OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE!

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Perhaps you can'i <1» things all by
yourself. Hut that's no reason not to
do things. Join with others at your
local synagogue or church. I here's
plenty you can do together.
Example': in Atlanta, one religious
group helps move families and
senior citizens who can't afford a
moving service. 1 he God we worship
expects all ol us to help one another.
Start treating
your brothers and sisters
ike brothers and sisters.

m

A PuOsc S»»v<* Of Tr»i NewsMP* L
i the Adwc<a*ng Count- LOUKH

UAO
SPRING
QUARTER
BOWLING
LEAGUES
MON. • WOMEN
TUES. • COUPLES
WED. - MEN
THUR. - FACULTY/STAFF

RUSH
Teke is Friendship
Rush TKE

LEAGUES START

7-10 p.m. Wed.

MON. APRIL 7th

April 2, 1975

COST - 40.00 FOR
SEVEN WEEK LEAGUES

SIGN-UP NOW- UAO OFFICE
DON'T BE LEFT OUT ■ THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE

at the Teke House

-All interested men-

Trackmen wallop Northern Illinois
By Jerry Masek
AsslsUat SporU Editor
Bowling Green's track team didn't trick head coach Mel
Brodl. but it did give him a pleasant surprise yesterday in
an April Fool's Day season opener at Whittaker Track.
Competing with only two days of practice alter a three
week layoff, the thinclads trounced the Northern Illinois
Huskies. 111-47. BG garnered 15 first places in the 19-event
meet, including sweeps In the three-mile run. 880. 440

intermediate hurdles, and 220 yard dash.
"The whole team surprised me." Brodt said. "Some
runners hadn't competed or practiced for two or three
weeks, so I didn't know what to expect. We practiced
Sunday and Monday night, but we didn't kill ourselves."
Nil GAINED most of their points in the field events, as
they swept the shot put. and won the hammer, long jump
and javelin. BG won all the running events plus the pole
vault, triple jump, discus and high jump

Although the Falcons won the opener rather easily, future
competition will be much tougher BG hosts the powerful
Eastern Michigan Hurons Saturday in their stiffest test of
the young season. EMU edged out BG by three points to win
last year's Mid-American Conference (MACl meet
championship
Three Falcons turned in personal bests yesterday
Sophomore Brian Storm won the 100 yard dash in 9.6. a
clocking he could not achieve until the final meet last
season Saturday. Storm will be pitted against Hasley
Crawford, a 9 2 speedster
Ron McGruder's personal best jump of 6'6" took the high
jump Sophomore Gary Desjardins also turned in a personal
best, lowering his mile time to 4 10 8 to win that event
SENIOR BRUCE Vermilyea. the defending MAC 880

The BG New

champion, led a BG sweep of that race as he hit the Upe at
1:55.4.
Other BG victories were by freshman Chuck Holmes in
toe steeplechase (9:33.4). Jeff Opelt in the pole vault (14-0).
Reg Warren in the 120 high hurdles 114 81 and Tim LoDico in
the 440 149 51 Lew Maclin won the triple jump 146-7). Dave
Godfray took the 440 intermediate hurdles 159.0). Ron
Taylor grabbed the 220 (21.6). Wayne Marinclin won the
discus 1142-7) and Tim Zumbaugh captured the three-mile
run in 14 34.7
BG's relay teams in the mile and 440 also posted
triumphs
In one of the most exciting races of the day. LoDico, a
sophomore anchoring the mile relay quartet, overcame a 15
yard Ml lead on the last lap to win the event by one-tenth of
a second in 3 25.7 LoDico also ran a leg of the 440 relay
team that won in 42 5
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Falcons win six games
By Mark Glover
SporU Editor
Led by some explosive
batting performances, the
Falcon baseball team ran up
a 6-4 record during spring
break
Although the big bats were
important
during
the
western trip, pitching was
the big factor when BG
opened its season against
Northern
Colorado
in

Falcon high jumper tan McGrudor dears the bar af 6'6' ' yesterday to win that
•vent in BG's season opener The Falcons swept past N Kthem Illinois. 111-47,
gaining 15 of 19 first places. McGruder's effort was his personal best. The

Leap

Falcons

host

defending

league

champion

Eastern

Michigan

Saturday.

(Newsphoto by Michael Passarello.)

swimmers named ail-Americans
By l.auri Leach
SUN Writer
Due to the unseasonably
cold weather in Tempe.
Arliona. the Bowling Green
women swimmers did not
swim as well as expected in
national competition, but
■till managed to place in the
top 30 out of 134 teams,
according to coach Jean

Campbell
Named
ail-Americans
alter the national meet were
Falcons Barb McKee. Betsy
Fisher, Becky Siesky. Gail
Sailer, co-captain Valerie
Newell, and Sharon Ackron.
"I think it was unfortunate
that the meet was held
outside.'' Campbell said
Tempe had two inches of

rain while we were there,
and it was only 40 degrees,
so the girls experienced a lot
of muscle cramping "
SOPHOMORE
standout
McKee
took
individual
honors by placing 14th out of
more than 100 swimmers in
the
100-yard backstroke
Becky Siesky was given
honorable
mention
(or

Stickers lose opener
By Pete Engleharl
Sufi Writer
The
Falcon
lacrosse
season
started
In disappointing lashion during
spring
vacation as
the
stickers
dropped their
opening season contest to
Washington & Lee I'm
versily. 16-3
Although BG also dropped
two exhibition scrimmages
to Towton iMd i State and
•the
University
of
Massachusetts,
the W&L
setback was particularly
frustrating as it put an
abrupt halt to the Falcons'
15-game
regular
season
winning streak The mark
was the second longest
string in the nation and
ironically enough, it was
coach
Jack
Emmer's
Generals that owned the lop
streak prior to the 1975
season
The 16-3 defeat was the
third time in 10 seasons o!
BG
lacrosse
that
the
Falcons have opened with a
lot*
It also marks the
second largest deficit that
has
victimized
the
BG
stickers The last time the
Falcons lost by a 13-point
margin was to an Emmercoached Cortland (N.Y.I
SUte squad in 1972

UNSEEN IN the past
records is the post-season
significance of the setback
Although the stickers were
the nation's only undefeated
team last season, they were
overlooked by the NCAA for
a post-season tournament
berth last season
With the BG starting unit
returning virtually inUct
from last year's 12-0 season,
the W&L contest was an
opportunity for the Falcons
to prove the validity of their
perfect mark.
However, the Generals,
the number three team in
the country a year ago. were
not to be denied before 3.400
fans at Wilson Field in
Lexington. Va
W4L look an early 4-0 lead
before Falcon at tack man
Rick Knowles gave BG
some hope midway through
the initial period when he
Ullied I nun the crease
But when it seemed that
Knowles' shot had broken
the scoring drought, the
Falcons'
comeback
was
sI.I lled as two BG pointblank shots ricocheted off
the pipes of the goal
THE GENERALS took
advantage ol the BG near-

placing 17th out of 125
swimmers
in
the
100
freestyle
Three relays also took allAmerican honors The 200
freestyle team of Siesky.
Newell. Fisher and Sailer
placed
13th:
the 400
freestyle,
consisting . of
Newell. McKee, Fisher and
Siesky placed 15th. and the
200 medley relay finished in
16th
place with McKee
swimming
backstroke.
Ackron swimming breast-

stroke. Fisher swimming
butterfly
and
Siesky
swimming freestyle
"The teams that work
outside all the lime took the
top eight places, and none of
the
Midwest teams did
anything." Campbell noted
"There was a lot of good
swimming
Most of those
girls were on scholarships
and
training
for
the
Olympics They also work
out from three to six hours a
day.

Last year's Falcon tennis
team was equipped with
young.
inexperienced
netters. but the BG nelmen
pulled down a second-place
finish in the Mid-American
Conference championships
Then transfers, drop-outs
and academic difficulties
plagued coach Bob Gill's
squad, and forced him into a
"rc-recruiling" situation
"We've lost Rich Herbsi
(first-singles transfer
to
Pepperdine).
Casey
Daganhardt quit school and
Mike Jackson is academically ineligible for us this

spring.' Gill said
NEVERTHELESS, sophomore Glenn Johnson, who
underwent eye surgery last
season and missed the entire
1974 campaign,
will
be
returning this year to hold
down the first-singles spot
CapUin Doug Dennis, who
played in the number four
and six singles positions the
last two years, has moved
up to the third spot in Gill's
effort to find the right
playing combinations
Sophomore Rob Dowling
moved up to the number two
singles slot and senior Tun
Howell will uke the sixthsingles position
Junior
Dave
Trimble
and

YOUNG picked up his 16th
career win-a new Falcon
record The junior notched a
record 10 season wins last
year
That
same
day,
the
Falcons
faced
Grand
Canyon College and came
out on the losing end of an
11-4 decision BG made five
errors in the contest and
Falcon designated hitter
Jerry Shupe was the one
bright spot in the game
belting a solo homer in the
second inning
Mike Hale lost the game
on the mound for BG
Grand Canyon completed
a sweep the next day by
defeating the diamondmen.
5-2 Doug Johnson pitched a
masterful game for the
Grand Canyon crew striking
out 11 Falcons. Dan Hebe)
took the loss for BG

THE
FALCON
bats
started to take command on
March 22 as BG downed
Northern
Arizona. 7-4.
Catcher Larry Owen had
three hits in five trips to the
plate to lead the batting blitz
and broke the game open in
the sixth inning by singling
home two runs.
Gary Kite relieved Romie
Schwieterman and picked up
the win on the mound
The following day. the BG
batsmen
again
pasted
Northern Arizona This time
the tally was 14-6 Mike Hale
picked up the win as Youngthis time in a slugging rolehad lour runs lullIMI in
Shifting into high gear on
March 24. BG clobbered
Western
Colorado.
29-2
Young picked up his second
win of the year on the mound
while third baseman Joe
Meyer belted two homersone a grand slam shot-and
batted in seven runs for the
day
In the second half of the
doubleheader. the Falcons
lost to a tough Brigham
Young team. 11-4 Hebel

again absorbed the loss and
Owen led the BG attack with
a three-run triple
The diamondmen easily
handled Western Colorado
the following afternoon at
Kite notched his second win.
Outfielder Mike Wood had
four hits including a two-run
homer in the 15-3 win
HEBEL came out on the
losing end ol a 19-15 slugfeit
as Northern Arizona's hot
bats pounded BG pitching on
March
26
Young
got
revenge for the Falcons on
March 27 as he collected his
third win in a 7-1 BG
drubbing
of
Northern
Arizona.
On March 29. an "A-AA"
farm club of professional
baseball's San Francisco
Giants deleated the Falcons
in an exhibition match. 14-0.
First baseman Dale Swiger
had three hits, including two
doubles, in the game
The
diamondmen
will
open their home campaign
at 1 p.m. Friday at Warren
E Steller Field with a
doubleheader against Cincinnati

misses as all-American Don
Carroll and Rob Morgan
paced a fast-break attack
and posted an 8-1 halftime
lead.
W&L's dominance ol the
game was reflected in the
statistics
as BG
was
outshot. 48-21 The Falcons'
offense was hampered by 16
unsuccessful clears as
compared
to only eight
failures for the Generals
In assessing his annual
eastern swing, head Falcon
coach
Mickey Cochrane
pointed out the elfect last
year's undefeated season
had on his squad's mental
attitude
"Right now, we're down
because we're living on last
year's accomplishments."
Cochrane said "We have to
realize this is a new season
and start from there.''
Cochrane explained that
resting on past laurels was
also responsible lor the 11-5
loss to Towson and 6-4
setback to Massachusetts.
In attempting to reverse
the slump.
Cochrane
emphasized the importance
of team play
"We're
in this
thing
together, and the only way
this team is going to do
anything
is to do it
together." he said

Sophomore Pete Spoors (loft) scoops up the boll in
an attempt to escape an approaching Notre Dame

Scoop

player

during last year's homo lacrosse action

newcomer Sid Couling will
hold the fifth singles and a
second
doubles
spots
respectively
Over the spring break
vacation, the BG netters
traveled to Cincinnati lor a
dual match and competed in
the Galveston.
(Texas)
tennis tournament.
The
Falcons
lost the
Cincy
match. 5-4. and finished last
in the Texas tourney.
However. Gill was satisfied
with
his
team's
performance
"Six of our nine matches
against Notre Dame (in
Texas) went three seu. and
we won only one," Gill said.
"And against Indiana SUte.

against the Irish this weekend after a 16-3 loss to
Washington A
loo
in
(Newspholo by Joe Glick)

it*

initial

contest.

against the Irish. BG will attempt to rebound

Netters face frying season
ByDaiGarfleld
Assistant Sports Editor

Phoenix. Ariz on March 20
Falcon hurler Kip Young
picked up where he left off
last year and held the
Colorado team to just five
hits while striking out six
BG won. 2-1

we won only one of live of
those three-set matches

OFFICIALLY.

believes that every team has
gained more respect lor the
Falcons

1975-76 VARSITY
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS

the

Falcons
lost all three
matches in Galveston But
the individual dual meet
records were not tabu Kited
Instead, the tourney was set
up on a first, second, third
and
fourth-place
finish
basis and the BG netters
grabbed last-place honors.
Gill said if the team would
have done better in the
three-set
matches.
BG
would have grabbed first
place after the second day of
the tourney. In spite of the
disappointment. Gill said be

"We earned a
little
respect-especially
from
Notre Dame." Gill said.
"They beat us 9-0 Ust year
and took us quite lightly
down there 1 don't think
they'll Uke us lightly next
time."
Gill added that the season
will be a trying one. and be
is not expecting BG to blow
everyone off the courts
He added, laughing. "I'll
be happy with any dual win
this year."

Tuesday, April 8
Wednesday, April 9
Tuesday, April 15
Wednesday, April 16
Thursday, April 17

Registration & Clinic
Instructional Clinic
Semi-Final Judging
Instructional Clinic
Final Judging

ALL SESSIONS 810 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA

- Men and Women Welcome -

